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Fall Revival r83
By Bill Slattery ill
By this time we have all had our 
first test. This is the first tangible 
sign that school has started. This 
past weekend, Student Council had 
our annual fall retreat with the ad­
ministration in Kalamazoo, Michi­
gan; also a sign that school has in­
deed begun. Now student council 
is prepared to work for you.
Student Council, through its ef­
forts last year was resonsible for 
two major additions to our campus: 
The Diamond Room and the 
Decker Quadrangle. The Diamond
Room was designed, to serve 
the needs of students desiring a 
quiet place to meet over dinner. 
The Quad has quickly become a 
center for student activity and in­
teraction. Its presence has created 
an air of excitement concerning 
this school year, as well as adding 
to the aesthetic appeal of the cam­
pus.
As this year began, Club Day in­
itiated the activities for many of 
our organizations on campus. This 
year's Club Day was the very best 
with most clubs participating. 
Many students have already join­
ed, and it is my hope that ail of us 
will get involved. Student Council 
is endeavoring to promote an even 
greater variety of active clubs.
Student Council has started. 
Their past accomplishments have 
laid a foundation upon which to 
build. Students' hopes are high for 
this year. Lets all work together to 
make this year one of Olivet's 
greatest. Student Council needs 
your input and ideas. After all, Stu­
dent Council is your avenue for a 
better Olivet. Let's make Student 
Government work for us.
Red Carpeters arrive October 6 and 7
Lola Austin in concert.
By Jill Ferree
Olivet will be crowded with high 
school juniors and seniors as we 
once again host Red Carpet Days, 
Oct. 6-7.
The event will bring students 
from all areas of ONCs educational 
district anxious to see what college 
life is all about. The visit will begin 
when students arrive late Thursday 
afternoon. After a special SAGA 
dinner, a service at College 
Church, and a variety show, the 
visitors will -close out the evening 
as guests to many Olivet students.
The high schoolers will have an 
opportunity to visit classes of theii 
choice on Friday. They can talk
with professors, administrators, 
and those in the financial aids of­
fice, plus attend open houses in all 
departments on our campus.
ONC students have mixed reac­
tions concerning this event. “I 
remember how exciting it was," 
says one ONC senior, "when I 
came as a high school student. My 
only complaint is the SAGA lines. I 
usually g o . to Hardees." An 
anonymous junior suggest, “There 
needs to be more interaction be­
tween high school students and 
ONC students. Those who come 
knowing their intended major 
should be allovyed more time to 
talk to Olivet students in that field." 
Still others complain, "It’s good for
the high school student, but for the 
average college student it means 
long lines and loud noice. It doesn't 
truly reflect everyday life at ONC 
. . .  and they stick them in our 
dorms, in our rooms! How can you 
study with all these people running 
around"with nothing to do?!'
Through the com plaining, 
benefits are evident. The high 
school students return year after 
year, many to become Olivet 
students themselves. An effort is 
made to encourage participation, 
and to recruit. “The students are 
Olivet," reflects another junior, "not 
just buildingsigprofs and admin­
istration."
Dr. Thomas H. Hermitz and Rev. Daniel J .  Steele are leading Olivet’s Fall 
Revival services.
New Zealand pianist to visit
By Janie Semlar
Mrs. Lola Austin, pianist, will 
present a concert on Oct, 6 at 8 
p.m. in Kresge Auditorium. This 
concert will be the first of severed 
presented this year in the artist, 
lecture series, according to Dr. D. 
George Dunbar, professor of 
music.
Austin, an accomplished pianist 
from New Zealand, is visiting 
America with her husband Syril, 
who is here on business. They are 
members of the Church of the 
Nazarene in New Zealand.
While visiting in the United 
States, she will be performing in 
■■several churches and colleges. She 
will also play the piano in chapel 
while on campus.
The artist lecture series, which 
Austin will initiate, is a program in 
which various artists and lecturers 
are invited to campus to perform.
By Janie Semlar
Fall Revival services are under 
way with Dr. Thomas H. Hermiz 
and Rev. Daniel J. Steele.
Services are Tuesday-Friday in 
chapel at 9:30 a.m. and at College 
Church, 7 p.m. each night. On 
Saturday at 8 a.m., Hermiz and 
Steele will be special guests at the 
Men's Fellowship Breakfast at Col­
lege Church. There will be no ser­
vice Saturday evening. On Sunday 
Hermiz will speak in the 8:30 a.m., 
10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Hermiz earned the Th.B. degree 
from Circleville Bible College in 
1960. He has studies administra­
tion and theology at' Ohio State
University and Vennard College. 
In 1975 he received the doctor of 
divinity degree from Western 
Evangelical Seminary.
Currently he is president of 
World Gospel Mission, an inter­
d en om in atio nal m ission ary  
organization working in 17 world 
areas. His preaching ministry has 
taken him to every section of the 
nation and into the West Indies, 
Asia, the Orient,-Africa, and South 
and Central America.
Tenor soloist Steele is a graduate 
}f Bethany Nazarene College and 
Nazarene Theologial Seminary. He 
is pursuing graduate study in music
at the University of Missouri in 
Kansas City. An ordained elder in 
the Church of the Nazarene, he has 
pastored or served as associate 
pastor in California, Oklahoma, 
Texas and Ohio.
Currently he is serving as 
minister of music at Kansas City 
First Church of the Nazarene and 
lecturer in music at Nazarene 
Theological Seminary.
Steele has sung in camp  
meetings, revivals, and district con­
ventions across the United States 
and Canada, for General Assembly 
and General Evangelism Con­
ference and has appeared on 
several college campuses in opera, 
oratorio, cantatas and recitals.
The program is funded by money 
allotted from the student activity 
fee and from the college adminis­
tration., All performances are free.
Several other events are already - 
scheduled, including: String Quar­
tet from Governors State Univer­
sity, Oct. 24; Hale and Wilder, 
Jan. 24, 1984; David and Linda 
Ford, Feb. 14; Northwestern Uni­
versity Band, Feb. 24; Mary Jane 
Holstein, Mar. 5.
Plans are being rnade to have 
Dr. Anthony Compolo, author and 
lecturer, appear on campus in con­
junction ' with the' "Book of the5' 
Year," reports Dr. Dunbar.
Other events pending include 
actor Jim Mitchell, Theater in the 
Works, the Camerata Woodwind 
Quintet, The United States Air 
Force Band, and a film on the life 
iof Bonhoeffer.—
ASG president wants student unity
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Run for the Pantry i  t
 ^By Chris Peal t
Following weeks of planning, 
organization, and labor, the Men's 
Residence Association presented 
the Kankakee Food Pantry with a 
check for $625. Reverend Frank 
Harris, who accepted the check, 
said, *On behalf of the Kankakee 
Food Pantry. . .  I wish to give 
Olivet Nazarene College our 
sincere appreciation for what they 
are doing and what they have 
done."
The 5,000 meter (3.1 mile) run 
was the fruition of ideas by both 
Hany Girgis, race chairman, and 
Tom Stoutenborough, MRA presi­
dent. Working throughout the 
summer, Girgis designed and laid 
out the course, secured sponsors, 
and pulled together a crew of 40 to 
50 volunteer workers. The spon­
sors, a group of merchants from 
Bourbonnais, Bradley and Kanka­
kee, generously gave over $1000 
worth of gifts and prizes.
The run drew considerable 
response. Early Saturday morn­
ing, the runners began stretching 
out and warming up near Snow- 
barger Athletic Field. At 9 a.m. 
they set out on the course which 
wound in and around the Olivet 
campus.
Leading the pack of faculty, 
students and community members
were Rick Linesey and Scott Mor­
rison. Linesey, a teacher and coach 
at Kankakee Bishop McNamara 
High School, took the early lead 
and held it at each of the mile 
marks. With a full 30 second edge, 
Linesey headed down the final 
stretch and broke the victory tape 
at 15:47.50. Morrison, a Richton 
Park native, finished a strong sec­
ond. Topping the women's division
MEN WOMEN
18 and'Under
1. Bruce Woodruff Shaxson Swanson
2. Ron Willard Michele Anderson
3. Shane Semkin Marcie Misiar
1 9 - 29
1. Scott Morrison Ronita Hussung
2. Dan Stolzehback Jody Shaw
3. Dan Singleton Sherri Barnhardt
30 39
1. Rick Linesey Jamie Simmon
2. Dale Huizensa Sue Nolde
3. Tom Rodricas Patty Groth
4 0 - 49
1. Dave Hedlin Wanda Woodruff
-2. John Hanson Judy Kilbride
3. Dan Phillips Barbara Leick
50 and over
1. Donald Owen
2. William Woodruff
ONC music groups
By Kent Britton 
The office of development spon­
sors two musical groups which per­
form and represent Olivet across 
the educational zone. The Colleg­
ians, consisting of members Kyra 
Kilpatrick, Tammy Davis, Teresa 
Ulmet, John Lee, Chip Mattax, and 
Scott Apple, and the Praisemen 
Quartet with members Bryce Fox, 
Tim Smith, Dan Keeton, Clarke 
Howe, and Steve Close, are the 
1983 selected performers.
These groups ministered this past 
summer in youth camps, camp 
meetings, district assemblies, mis-
sionary conventions and local 
churches. Their main focus of 
ministry was singing, but many 
times other ministries were per­
formed such as heading recrea­
tional teams, presenting skits, and 
counselling one-on-one with young 
people.
Recently the groups have ap­
peared in chapel services, opening 
convention, Prayer Band and the 
Spiritual Life bonfire. These groups 
play a key role in the public rela­
tions of Olivet as they minister in 
song each weekend in different 
churches.
ATTENTION BSN CLASS OF 1984
The Air Force has a special program for 1984 BSN's. If selected, 
you can enter active duty soon after graduation — without 
waiting for the results of your State Boards. To qualify, you 
must have an overall "B" average.
After commissioning, you'll attend a five month internship 
at a major Air Force medical facility. It's an excellent way to  
prepare for the wide range of experiences you'll have serving 
your country as an Air Force nurse officer. For more 
^inform ation contact: .
Contact: Capt. Leo la McNeill
111 N. Wabash, Suite 1805
Chicago, IL 60602
Call collect: 312-263-1207
ÆJïïsi
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À great way of lile.
Some pig! "
was Jamie Simmon, who com­
pleted the course in 21:39.0.
"Half way is the worst point of 
the race,” said Linesey. "Mentally it 
is the toughest part of the course. 
You're half done, but you know 
Ihere's another whole half to go. 
You have to try to push through 
that."
"Ifs a long way for an old man," 
said Resident Director Lester 
Jones, another participant in the 
race.
Probably the happiest runner of 
the day was Dr. Woodruff. His 
wife Wanda, and son Bruce, placed 
first in each of their divisions, and 
he finished second in his own. "It 
feels good to have your whole fami­
ly place. This was my first race," he 
said. "I never-thought I'd do it."
The. event was a success as 
students and local persons united 
for this worthy cause. Mrs. Ted Lee 
expressed, "It was wonderful for 
the school and the community."
Run for the Food Pantry 
Final Standings
RUNNERS READY FOR 
BIG RACE
THE
More PT Seargent!
By Jill Feree
The ROTC program is alive on 
the ONC campus. On Saturday, 
Sept. 10, the ROTC personnel of 
Olivet and Wheaton College took 
part in an Adventure Training Day. 
The activities included' rafting 
down the Kankakee River, rappell­
ing down the cliffs in the area, and 
taking part in an attempt to cap­
ture escaped "Russian prisoners."
The brave participants left ONC 
at 10 a.m. and were busy until 6 
p.m. that evening. Senior Dave 
Manville and ONC Army recruiter, 
Captain Hicks, were excited about 
the outing. Manville, active in the 
army, says the purpose of the train­
ing day was to stimulate excite- ; 
ment and to change students? at­
titudes toward ROTC, not neces­
sarily recruitment.
Things do not stop there, how­
ever. Manville hopes to continue 
special activities throughout the 
year. One of the other ideas is to 
have a chapel service sponsored by 
the ROTC program, with special 
guests the Army Band and speaker 
Prof. Hendrick, a colonel and chap­
lain in the army.
Further activities include a 
movie to be shown on Oct. 15, 
dealing with army life, and a 
special parachute drop at Home­
coming by Qualified Airborne Per­
sonnel.
Long-range goals on the part of 
Manville are to plan more Adven­
ture and FTX (Field Training Exer­
cise) outings, and to have a rappell­
ing tower built in Snowbarger 
Athletic Park.
By Jeff Williamson
The 2nd annual MRA Pig Roast 
was held Saturday, Sept. 17 in 
Snowbarger Park, amid music, 
juggling, comedy and lots of food.
Following Olivet's sound defeat 
of Eureka College, the crowd filed 
in to enjoy a meal of roast pork, 
baked potatoes, vegetables, and 
homemade desserts. The country 
atmosphere was prevalent with 
bales of straw for seating, squeal­
ing pigs, and a good old-fashioned 
th u n d e rs to rm  th re a te n in g . 
However, the weather remained 
dry long enough to continue the 
events of the day. ,
After MRA president Tom Stout­
enborough opened with prayer 
and welcomed the crowd, they 
were entertained by the Dave 
Carlson Band, Framework, and 
others, plus a talented juggling ar­
tist. The crowd was also led into 
the “ M in is te ria l Z o n e", a 
humorous skit performed by the 
Ministerial Fellowship, with an 
emphasis on Christ as the answer.
The MRA Pig Roast was another . 
successful effort to supply enter­
tainment for the Olivet student, 
and make college life at ONC an 
enjoyable time. '
P M
aia
Bourbonnais Plaza 
Across from  campus 
933-2843
The 
Gilded 
Cage
The Gilded Cage, Bourbonnais, would like ' 
Ira  welcome you back to Olivet.
■You have probably had hundreds of haircuts 
■during the course of your lifetime. Wouldn't it 
1 be great if, finally, you got the cut that fits 
I your hair texture, your lifestyle, and your , 
I budget?
i From now until October 10, we are offering 
" a ladies haircut and style for $ 11.50, regularly 
$15; men's haircut and style for $9.50, regu­
larly $11.
This offer is limited to ONC students and 
good only in our Bourbonnais salon. Call to­
day for an appointment-933-2843.
IMAG1NUS
EXHIBITION 
AND SALE of
FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS
DATE: October 11-13 
TIME: 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
PLACE: Ludwig Center
PRICES
M O ST LARGE PRIN TS
$ 3.50 each
M O ST SMALL PRIN TS
$ 2.00 each
FEATURING: Old Masters, 
Impressionism, Surrealism,
Van Gogh, Picasso, Escher, 
19th - 20th Century American, 
E. S. Curtis, Norman Rockwell, 
Oriental Art and Museum 
Posters from the Metropolitan, 
Walker, Guggenheim, National 
Gallery and more.
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Petra fills Chalfant
By Kari Green
Approximately 1000 entered 
Chalfant Hall Thursday night to 
hear Petra “rock and roll for Jesus!"
As the group approached center 
stage, a setting of fog and colored 
lights set the mood to their- style of 
ministering in music. 'Stand Up 
For Jesus" were the words to an 
opening song which drew people to 
their feet clapping and singing.
Petra communicated to the au­
dience the importance of being a 
vessel for Christ. “We must reach 
out to non-believers," said the lead 
singer. The group also testified that 
letting their emotions show by 
standing and enthusiastically sing­
ing praises to God is natural. They 
strongly believe in using talents 
and skills in any way if it is for 
Christ.
Tom Stoutenborough, MRA 
president, appreciated the sen­
sitivity Petra had. “Their style is 
something new." Tom also felt that 
students appreciated the admins- 
tration in allowing Petra to visit the 
campus.
Petra's new album, 'More Power 
to You", was album of the year ac­
cording to Bread magazine. Con­
temporary Christian magazine also 
nominated them group of the year.
Tom informed Petra's agent of 
Olivet being more of a conservative 
school, as well as the bad ac- 
coustics they might encounter. But 
the agent said he would accept the
challenge. The agent checked 
Petra's records of other Nazarene 
school performances and realized 
that they were here in 1977.
Performances at other Nazarene 
schools included Pt. Loma, 
Bethany, and Northwest. ^
Petra's lead singer in concert.
Musical Workshop in progress
Petra performs.
MMHC Volunteers
By Beth Dumey
Several Olivet students are cur­
rently participating in the volun­
teer program at Manteno Mental 
Health Center.
Mary Collier, director of volun­
teers at MMHC, stated that over 
100 applications were obtained 
and 73 volunteers placed in the 
program. The 12-week experience 
takes place on Monday evenings 
between 6 and 8 o'clock.
Clinicians at the center work 
with the students to assist the pa­
tients by conversation and fellow­
ship in the form of games and 
other planned activities. One 
highlight of last year's agenda was 
a hotdog roast coordinated by one 
of the wards.
The experience can serve a dual 
purpose for the student. Some in-
structors may give credit or en­
courage participation in the pro­
gram, as given in last semester's 
Introduction to Psychology class 
by Dr. Bell. Secondly, many 
volunteers feel rewarded by the 
positive feedback. While this is 
i  only the second year of the ONC 
volunteer program, some students 
have participated for consecutive 
semesters.
The patients are encouraged by 
the attention and care of the 
Olivet students. During semester 
breaks some of the patients are 
quick to ask, “When are the 
students coming back?" A few pa­
tients have been observed to hurry 
back to their wards as soon as the 
students do arrive, in anticipation 
of the session. “I think it is a very 
self-satisfying experience," affirm­
ed Ms. Collier.
DEVOTIONAL
By Dr. David Kale 
The creation account has always 
been one of the richest sour­
ces of spiritual insight for me. I 
fear that we have so often looked to 
it only as a source of ammunition 
in the battle of creationism vs. evo­
lutionism that we have missed the 
richness of this portion of Scrip­
ture! I find it today to be one of the 
major sources of spiritual insight 
for me as I continue to attempt to 
explore the meaning of the inte­
gration of my faith with my learn­
ing and living.
I would like to focus this devo­
tional on two ideas which seem to 
me to be complementary and pro­
vide a sense of balance and 
restraint as we consider what the 
Bible has to say about the way in
which we carry out our interac­
tions with ourselves and with those 
around us.
The first idea is a concept which 
the theologians call imago dei; it 
asserts that God, in His infinite 
wisdom, chose to create us in His 
own image. A study done by the 
Council for the Advancement of 
Small Colleges found that of the 
total population of college and 
university students, a high concen­
tration of people with poor self con­
cepts was to be found among 
students in Christian liberal arts 
colleges.
I can understand how this could 
be if many students in our kind of 
setting held the same opinion as 
one student who told me that the
NSA Career Day, Friday, Oct 
14, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., in Ludwig 
Center. Watch for details.
Secretarial Club Party, Thurs­
day, Sept. 29, 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. at 
Mrs. Marquarfs house. Food and 
transportation provided. For 
more details, contact Cheryl Sey 
mour or Mrs. Marquart.
MIRP Night, Sept. 30, following 
Revival Service.
By Mitchell Lasco '
Olivet is offering a workshop in 
musical drama Tuesday evenings 
from 7-9 p.m. in the choral room in 
Larsen. Professor Marla Kensey is 
conducting the workshop with 
Kelley Shadrick and Steve Gould as 
co-directors.
Professor Kensey stated that 
their objective is to give students 
practical experience in their fields 
of study. Business management, 
costume design, set design, and 
make-up as well as singing and ac­
ting are part of the workshop ex­
perience.
'I taught junior high school," Ken­
sey related, “and one of my respon­
sibilities was the direction of a 
musical dram a." Having no
previous experience, she said, "It 
was either sink or swim."
But she doesn't want her students 
to encounter the same problems.
Shadrick said, This (directing) is 
what I want to do for the rest of my 
life. It's a good test of my abilities."
She and others will be testing 
their abilities on excerpts from 
H.M.S. Pinafore, Don Pasquale, The 
Maid Mistress, The Sound of Music, 
The Telephone and La Boheme, the 
only piece in a foreign language.
Performances are set for Jan. 
20-21. Professor Kensey encourag­
es students of varied interests to 
join the workshop. 'I would like to 
see all of the music students get in­
volved, of course, as well as some 
students from the the home ec, art 
and communications departments."
New name - new era
with Dean Brooks on the creation 
By Becky Ackerman 0f a new ¡mage for the buildings.
Flying frisbees and frying steaks “We want to make the Estates a 
were part of the celebration on place to live, not a place where 
September 16, when the LeVas- guys get stuck," said Crump, 
seur Apartments were officially re- Plans for a name change con- 
named Northside Estates. tinued when school started thru a
On the lawn adjacent to the 
buildings 160 people, Estates resi­
dents and their dates, ate grilled 
steak, baked potatoes, cole slaw
The dedication ceremony of the 
Northside Estates featured Resi® 
dent Director Crump talking about 
the past problem in the name 
LeVasseur. In humor, students 
mispronounced the name, “LaSew- 
er.' In noting the end of this prac­
tice, Crump passed a plunger to 
Dean Brooks. Also, a plaque will be 
placed in the apartments marking 
the official name change. Brooks
council of 15 residents. They are:
Ron Crabtree, Mark Wiseman,
Chris Koemer, Phil Shomo, Mike 
Rambo, Dave Rech, Brian Riesen, 
and cake and watched films featur- JoelSelden, John Paul Young, Mike feels, "Along with a new name 
ing Abbott and Costello and The Brown, Jeff Domagalski, Stu Boice, comes a new era in apartment liv-
Bob Drake, Kirk Willard, Ed Har­
vey; and Todd Leander. These men 
made up a list of possible names 
and presented them to all apart­
ment inhabitants for a vote.
Three Stooges.- 
The idea for the name change 
came during the summer months 
as Estates RDs, Tim Crump, Keith 
Peachey and Gary Griffin worked
mg."
Future plans for Estates residents 
include a Ladies Night open house 
when the first 50 ladies present will 
receive a free gift.
Creationism vs. Narcissism
Bible said that he was worth no 
more to God than a pile of filthy 
rags. I quickly helped that student 
find the verse in Psalms which 
asserted that our righteousness is 
. as filthy rags, and then we turned 
to the creation account which 
asserted that he had been created 
in the image of the Creator of the 
whole universe. I tried to show 
him that while the only way in 
which we can know any righteous­
ness at all is by partaking in the 
righteousness of God through his 
Son, Jesus Christ, this does not 
relegate us to the junk heap of the 
universe.
One indication of the image of 
God in us, in my view, is the spirit 
of creativity which is part of 
human nature. Certainly not to the 
degree which it exists in God, but 
we are like Him in our ability to 
. imagine, conceive and bring peo­
ple, ideas and things into existence. 
How I long for the opportunity to 
play a roll in helping the students 
with whom I interact to maximize 
the spirit of creativity which is in 
all of them as a result of having 
been made in the image of the
Creator.
A second indication I see of God's 
image in us is the capacity to love 
and be loved. I have always been 
fond of Paul Tillich's definition of 
love as that force in the universe
which ‘strives toward the unity of 
the separated." We have in us the 
force which is required to recon­
cile ourselves to God and to those 
around us because. He chose to 
make us like Him.
Complementary to the concept of 
being created in the image of God 
is another concept I see in the crea­
tion account which provides a 
sense of balance and restraint and
that is that we were created in rela­
tionship. We are, unfortunately, in 
a time in our society which finds 
people having such an inordinate 
concern for their own welfare that 
there seems to be little awareness 
of the idea that we as humans have 
as part of our nature a responsibili­
ty to God and to the people with 
whom we interact day by day. 1 
tear that this plague of narcissism
has spread even into the Body of 
Christ as evidenced by what I see 
as a noticeable decrease in commit­
ment in relationships to God and to 
each other.
Essential to the notion of rela­
tionship is the idea of reciproca­
tion and the opposite of reciproca­
tion is inordinate concern for self, 
my and mine. Paramount to the 
concern of many in their relation­
ships appears to be the degree to 
which personal wishes and desires 
will be fulfilled in contract to a 
concern for a reciprocal relation­
ship in which we are instrumental 
in the fulfilling of someone eke in 
addition to ourselves. A Biblical 
understanding of the nature of 
relationships into which we were 
created can provide a healthy 
framework within which to 
develop a rewarding yet giving 
sense of personal worth and iden­
tity.
I thank the Lord for this portion 
of Scripture which has helped me 
to find a sense of personal worth 
an dignity within relationships in 
which I am able to both give and 
receive.
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Dear Editor,
To those students who went out 
of their way to be helpful and con­
genial, and to the many, many 
others who were friendly, thank 
you!
I came to the campus for the In­
stitute for Church Management 
and ate my evening meals in the 
Student Union Dining Hall. Good 
food and friendliness of the 
students were impressive. Some of 
the students who didn't know me, 
asked that I come to their table and 
eat with them because they found 
out that I knew their pastor. They 
were from Monroe, MI.
To those students from. Three 
Rivers, MI, who where a joy to see 
again, thanks.
To the student who, when I was 
looking for a Time magazine, di­
rected me to the checkout desk as 
he was about ready to leave the 
library, thanks.
To the many students whose 
smiles were warm, sincere, and. 
friendly, to an alumnus coming 
back to a greatly expanded and 
dynamic campus, thank you. 
Sincerely, in His service, 
Ralph W. Fisher 
Rev. Ralph W. Fisher, “59" 
Clare Church of the Naz- 
arene
Clare, MI 48617
Dear Editor,
As a participant in the 1983 
fouth in Missions program, I am 
excited by the coverage YIM has 
received in this issue of the Glim- 
merglass. It has only been about a 
year since I made the decision to 
apply for Youth in Missions, never 
dreaming the impact that decision 
would have on my life. As I work­
ed with my team in the inner-city 
and saw God break down pre­
judices I never even knew I had, I 
learned to accept all people and 
realized how big God's love really 
is.-1 was challenged to take a new 
look at my life and reaffirm my 
commitment to the Lord.
Next w£ek, the Festival of 
Youth in Missions will be back in 
chapel, and I can't help wondering 
who will be sitting in chapel this 
year, thinking that they don't have 
the money or the abilities to apply 
for YIM. I would like to urge that 
person to begin praying about 
their decision to apply now. God 
can meet every need that will face 
you; I know, because He met all of 
mine.
Sincerely,
Lori Steed
Mission to the Cities
Petra: One man's opinion
By George Lyons
“Why am I here?" I asked myself. 
“Why did I agree to review this con­
cert? My first rock and roll concert 
ever and it’s in Chalfant Hall. E. O. 
Chalfant would roll over in his 
grave!"
It all started innocently enough 
when a student in my 7:30 Ele­
mentary Koine Greek class asked 
me if I was going to the Petra con­
cert. “No," I answered.
"Why not?"
It was time for class to begin, but 
I attempted an answer, "I don't care 
for rock music.”
Immediately I was bombarded 
by a barrage of objections from in­
dignant students. I don't recall their 
questions exactly but they seem to 
have been to this effect-"What's 
wrong with rock music?" "Don't 
you know that millions of young 
people have been saved as a result 
of Christum rock?"
“No, I didn't know that. How do 
they know what they're getting sav­
ed from or saved to with all that 
noise? Does anyone understand the; 
lyrics? Is it true that the only dif­
ference between secular rock con­
certs and Christian rock concerts is 
that at the latter the pot is free?" I 
jibed facetiously.
They weren't taking this sitting 
down. Perhaps this was proof of a 
Communist conspiracy, or worse -  
rock fans in a Greek class.
When Tom Stoutenborough, 
president of MRA, one of the spon­
sors pf the event, heard about my 
comments, he was up in arms. 
"Why don't you go to the concert 
and see if you know what you're 
talking about. I'll get you free 
tickets," In a moment of temporary 
insanity, I agreed. (I can only hope 
my hearing impairment is tem­
porary.)
I had thought about going in dis-, 
guise so no one would recognize 
me. Instead I decided to arrive a lit­
tle late and sit in the back. As I 
walked through the cold, I kept 
looking over my shoulder hoping 
not to be noticed. I felt like a 
teenager sneaking into a peep 
show. "What if my Greek students 
see me here?"
"Petra" is Greek for “rock”, and 
there was no mistaking it; the
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c By Cdt. J . C. Flammang
On Sept. 10, Olivet’s ROTC pro­
gram hosted the first Adventure 
Training ever to take place on the 
Kankakee River. There were 56 
participants; 10 cadets and 46 
Olivet and Wheaton students com­
bined.
Reflecting back on that wonder­
ful day on the ol’ Kankakee, I 
believe everyone felt like Huck 
Finn, Daniel Boone, little Pattons, 
and of course, like a bunch of kids 
having fun in the sun!
The day started for the par­
ticipants by getting on the bus and 
being transported to Bird Park 
where the fun would begin. Boy,
genre was rock and roll. The heavy 
metal sounds of the electric guitars, 
the drums, the synthesizer, 
flashing lights, smoke bombs, 
unbearably loud volume-all were 
there. The enthusiastic response of 
the crowd had little to do with the 
lyrics of the songs. The real 
message was obviously rock and 
rolL Would "Kansas’ -or "AC-DC 
have stim u lated  the sam e  
response?
The lyrics could just as well have 
been Greek for all most of us 
understood. The few lines that the 
music didn't drown, Chalfant Hall 
managed to distort. But the au­
dience didn't seem to mind. If they 
cared to know the lyrics they knew 
them already from listening to 
Petra albums until they had crack­
ed the esoteric code.
The lyrics I managed to figure 
out carried an inoffensive enough 
Christian message. The question 
! remains whether non-Christians, 
uninitiated in the Petra "tongues," 
heard the gospel above the din. 
Twenty-five or so did respond to 
the "invitation." But were they 
"moved" by the Spirit of Jesus or of 
rock and roll?
It is certainly not impossible that 
God could speak through the 
medium of rock and roll. Stranger 
things have happened. Numbers 
22:28-35 reports that He once 
resorted to speaking through a 
donkey. Unfortunately, since then 
whenever a donkey speaks so­
meone assumes it's the Lord. How 
does one decide? By a majority 
vote?
The reason most mature Chris­
tians don't care for rock and roll is 
not simply because they're old. It is 
true that “beauty is in the ear of the 
listener," ■ but only partly true. A 
tour of Elvis! Gracefield Mansion in 
Memphis amply illustrates how 
uncultivated tastes confuse as 
treasures what nearly everyone 
would agree are merely expensive 
j pieces of trash.
That many, even most, teenagers 
love rock is hardly an argument for 
the church to drink from its well. 
Statistics even suggest that most 
juveniles, through education, 
cultivation, and maturation, even-
[ tually develop a taste for music that 
has proven itself great across the 
centuries.
Admittedly, there's nothing par­
ticularly sacred about sacred 
music. So far as I know, it follows 
the same rules as secular music. 
Notwithstanding, Bob Larsen and 
others who consider rock demonic, 
I’m not certain it can be dismissed 
so easily.
The fact is that many of our 
cherished hymn tunes were not 
conceived by immaculate concep­
tion, some bom in a saloon rather
than a sanctuary. But does anyone 
seriously expect Petra's 'Just Like 
Judas Kiss!* to take a place along- 
| side Wesley's "And Can It Be?” in 
some future edition of the hymnal?
But who am I to critique the 
music? Ask someone in the music 
department. Now about the com­
ments by the group members bet- 
. ween songs, I am qualified to 
speak. I will ignore the Calvinist 
bias for "sinning Christianity," and 
the fruitless debate about whether 
God or the devil created rock and 
roll. Surely even God made one
mistake when He created the devil. 
For if He didn’t create him, who 
did? So I suppose He could have 
one more mistake. . .but to get 
back to my area of expertise, the 
Bible.. .
Petra’s defense of rock music as 
biblically sound was hardly as solid 1 
as a rock. The temple singer who : 
wrote Psalm 150 would never in 
his wildest nightmare have imagin- ; 
ed rock and role a fulfillment of his 
call for the praise of Yahweh. The 
claim that the Hebrew word shig-
ionoth in Habakkuk 3:1 refers to 
'wild and enthusiastic music" is 
simply absurd. A serious study of 
the various attempts to interpret 
this obscure term suggests, on the 
contrary, a reference to "a mourn­
ful and plaintive tune."
Speaking of mournful tunes, 
when I got home my wife asked if I j 
enjoyed the concert while she I 
stayed alone with two crying 
babies. "No, I don't care for rock 
music."
did it! Cdt. Major Man ville gave a 
quick briefing on how to obtain 
equipment and set up teams.
There were five teams, four man­
ned by experienced black berets 
and one raft that the Nurse Corps, 
was in charge of. It was rather in­
teresting to note that the female 
team leader happened to have a 
female team. Fortunately, this 
team did recruit two males who 
came in handy on the last stretch of 
the course.
Once the teams were arranged, 
each team boarded their rafts and 
off they went, down the Kankakee 
River. After a few rough spots, a 
couple of bends in the river and 
many choruses of 'Row-Row-Row 
Your Boat" each team made it to 
the first objective-the repelling 
site.
Now this site is not the usual 
40-50 foot high tower, nor did it 
have a sawdust pit where the 
repellers could land. This site had 
35-40 foot cliffs, with trees, caves, 
moss and loose rocks that the 
repellers had to contend with. As if 
all this was not enough, each par­
ticipant had the dubious honor of 
landing in four feet of ice-cold 
water.
But please don’t be alarmed. The 
team leaders instructed each par­
ticipant on how to tie their own 
swiss seats, hook on to the rope and 
they were instructed on positioning 
and use of their brake hands. The 
safety men at the site were Cpt. 
Hicks and Sgt. Windham. Of 
course all of the instruction paid off 
as each participant enjoyed a good 
ride.
After the repelling was done each 
team sat down for an Army 
gourmet dinner consisting of— 
yes -  C-ratons. Funny thing about it 
was that everyone pretty much en­
joyed them once they got over the
frustration of opening the cans 
with P-38s.
Once the lucious meal was over, 
the teams embarked for new 
adventures. The teams would 
come across an island where the 
"enemy* had a radio jamming sta­
tion. The teams were to go and 
observe the enemy, report to the 
team leader, then leave the island. 
The question is "Did this happen?" 
No! The teams got on the island 
and attacked the enemy. One team 
got watermelon and weapons, 
another got pop and weapons, and 
the remaining teams ransacked the 
enemy camp. But like all good 
ROTC adventures, the teams got 
away safely.
Finally we came to the last 
stretch of the course-three miles 
of shallow water.. Virtually every 
team dragged their rafts for long 
stretches. Don't let this sound too 
bad, because it wasn't! This is 
where the participants really let 
loose. Swamping rafts, pulling peo­
ple out of rafts, having river weed 
fights, all to end too quickly at the 
State Park, where the rafts were 
hauled out of the river, dried, 
powdered, folded up and placed on 
the equipment truck to go back to 
Wheaton.
Everyone was muddy, smelly 
thirsty and exhausted, but each 
conveyed to the cadets their ap­
preciation for all the. planning, 
sweating and caring that we did for 
them.
So from Olivet's ROTC cadets 
comes a big THANK YOU to all 
who worked, planned and partici­
pated in our Adventure Training!
s i e * * * * * * *
FREE PIZIA
Buy any size 
Original Round 
Little Caesars 
Pizza and get 
identical pizza free
Just present your Olivet ID  
No coupon required
KROGER SHPG CTR 
BOURBONNAIS
No limit • carry-out only
939-0002
Pizza, Salads, Sandwiches and More
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What's in store for
y
By Leonard E. Anderson 
It has been suggested that a pro­
per definition of Economics could 
be —“Common sense made dif­
ficult." A further observation that 
- “If all economists were laid end 
to end they still would not reach a 
conclusion,” can most likely be at­
tributed to the same source.
Economics is inextricably linked 
to people w hose econom ic  
behavior is most often inconsis-' 
tent and unpredictable. This ob- 
viously confuses the. issues, com­
plicates the ‘study and makes 
economic forecasting most dif­
ficult. This cannot be used as a 
basis for discarding economic 
study but rather should make us 
aware of the limits of as well as 
the margin for error in our evalua­
tion.
It is not unusual for several 
economists to evaluate the same 
set of data and arrive at conflicting 
position! If a diligent search is 
made, you can usually find 
someone who shares your eco­
nomic position. Those who do 
share a contrary view are always 
present.
It is the intent of this article, to 
evaluate some of the factors that 
will shape and give direction to 
our economy in 1984. The actual j 
economic forecast, is up to you. 
Responsible management must 
consider these same factors and 
make decisions that will affect 
their organization for years to • 
come.
There seems to be little doubt ] 
that we are in the process of an 
economic recovery. The economic 
outlook remains fair to good 
despite mixed economic signals. 
The pace of the recovery has slow­
ed, unemployment remains high 
arid interest rates still pose a pro­
blem. A slower rate of recovery is 
normal, perhaps healthy, after the 
initial surge of recovery. This 
slower pace reduces the risk of in­
flation and encourages steady, sus­
tained growth.
The major concern seems to be 
the possibility that something 
could occur that would abort our 
recovery and plunge us. back into 
recession. Suspect elements in­
clude: size of national debt, lack of 
a balanced budget, high interest 
rates, excessive unemployment 
and the return of inflation. These 
factors are being monitored close­
ly by businessmen and econo­
mists, as well as those who are re­
sponsible for fiscal and monetary 
policy.
Optimism
A necessary condition of eco­
nomic recovery is associated with 
the mental attitude of business. 
Optimism begets optimism and 
seems to be at its highest level for 
some time. There is much positive 
basis for this position.
First, real GNP, gross national 
product, is reflecting substantial 
increases. During early 1983 it 
was increasing at an annual rate of
9%, at present it is estimated at 
about 7% but will probably slow 
to around 5%by year end. In 1984 
an expansion of 3% to 5% seems 
realistic. This measure of total 
business activity, GNP, is con­
sidered favorable so business 
should enter 1984 with good 
momentum.
Second, business leaders are 
also very optimistic. The feeling is 
that the recovery will expand to 
include more enterprises’ 'and to 
other geographic areas. We did not 
move into the recession at a 
uniform pace and certainly our 
recovery will vary from area to 
area and business to business.
Managers are cautiously op­
timistic. Sales have been showing 
i positive signs and the profit pic­
ture shows improvement. Inven­
tories are being monitored closely 
and competition has held celling 
‘ prices to minimum increases. It 
should be noted, however, that in­
ventory liquidation has almost 
ceased. Buying for inventory 
replacement could begin in the 
near future.
Most business is in the position 
for a good payoff. The recession 
, forced cost cutting and the imple- 
I mentation of cost controls. Payroll 
' costs were trimmed and ineffi­
cient operations were eliminated. 
Marginal competition is long gone 
and the opportunity for sustained 
growth makes the profit picture 
I look better all the time. Lower in­
terest rates have been very 
beneficial and a further decrease 
would, no doubt, help even more. 
Productivity gains and im­
p lem ented  effic ie n cie s  are  
augmenting the picture by in­
creasing the margin of gross and 
net profit.
Business optimism is contagious 
and self perpetuating. Capital 
spending has increased, this has 
offset the slight decrease in retail 
sales.
Fiscal policy continues to be ex­
pansionary. Monetary policy may 
be slowing down the rate of 
growth but is not seen to be 
restrictive enough to halt growth 
altogether.
Inflation.
We have recently been remind- - 
ed of a very basic economic reali­
ty. Double digit inflation can be 
curbed but most often at the cost 
of very high unemployment. 
Neither inflation nor unemploy­
ment is acceptable. Inflation 
erodes the economic base of all 
and is a very debilitating econom­
ic force. Unemployment affects a 
smaller portion of our population 
but the impact is severe.
Inflation for 1984 appears head­
ed toward 5% to 6% while 1983 
should end up in the 3.5% to 4.0% 
range. Several factors are con­
tributing to this good rate of infla- 
• tion:
1. Wage and fringe benefit 
restraint. Now union increases are
around 6%. Negotiated contracts 
are in the 4% to 6% range. 
Employees are more interested in 
job security and employer gen­
erated training and retraining 
funds than wage increases. Cost of 
living adjustments are being ex­
changed for minimum wage in­
creases. Where possible, wages 
and salary increases are being 
measured against performance.
2. Cost cutting, by business, 
continues though much was ac­
complished during the recession. 
Unnecessary management posi­
tions, at all levels, are being 
eliminated and probably will not 
return to prior levels. High pay­
ing, entry level, middle manage­
ment positions are going to 
become even more scarce.
3. Productivity is increasing at a 
rate that was prevalent during the 
1 9 4 8 -1 9 7 3  p erio d . In the , 
1973-1981 period the average gain 
in productivity was .8%. In 1982 
the gain was zero. In the second 
quarter of 1983, growth was at a 
rate of 4.1%. Both 1983 and 1984 
should end up with an increase of 
2.5% to 3%: Both labor and 
management are recognizing that 
productivity is a master key in in­
flation control. If production con­
tinues to increase, the inflation 
rate will be better controlled.
4. Management is aware that 
competition is fierce and demand 
has not fully recovered. The Pro­
ducer Price Index has gone up on­
ly 1.4%. since August 1982. This is 
the lowest 12 month total since 
1967. Selective or rational buying 
has become a consumer way of 
life. Given this premise, business 
must expand cautiously.
the unemployment is structural in 
nature and many of these employ­
ees will never be called back to 
their previous employment. These 
jobs are gone. This has been 
evidenced by recent statistics. 
Help wanted advertising has in­
creased substantially. However, 
the increase is in the high tech in- 
dustries, the professional and the 
specialist category. There has 
been no increase in unskilled 
recruiting. In fact, advertising for 
unskilled labor is almost non­
existent. Perhaps an unemploy­
ment level of 6% to 7% will 
become acceptable.
Recent collective bargaining 
agreements reflect this concern. 
Permanent job security is sought 
and training and retraining funds 
are being generated. The ATT 
agreement sets aside $31 million 
for this purpose. This will pro­
bably serve as a model for future 
collective bargaining agreements.
It has been suggested that 50% 
of the knowledge of a 21 year old 
person will be obsolete by the 
time he reaches 30. A recent TV 
program suggested that people 
entering the job market should be 
prepared to train or retrain every 
five years. At this time, this may 
not seem realistic; however, it is 
food for thought.
Interest' Rates
Unemployment
Unemployment continues to be 
a measure of economic instability. 
Perhaps employment should be 
evaluated' ‘ as a measure of 
economic stability. Recent sta­
tistics reflect a paradox or perhaps 
an economic relationship that 
should be given more considera­
tion.
Total population 234 million
Total employed 101.3 million
Total unemployed 10.6 million
The trend is very enlightening. 
The total employed is at or near its 
highest level and continues to im­
prove while progress in the 
unemployed category is very 
slow. It is interesting to note, from 
the above data, that 9.5% of our 
work force is unemployed; how-, 
ever, this also means that 90.5% of 
our work force is employed.
Perhaps there is much more sig­
nificance in the type of unem­
ployed rather than the number. 
Unemployment is prevalent in the 
unskilled worker classes, in the 
smokestack industries and the 
energy related industries. Much of
Without question, much im­
provement has been achieved in 
this area. The prime rate has 
declined from a high of 21.5% to 
the present level of 11.5%. Many 
feel that continued economic im­
provement must be accompanied 
by lower interest rates.
Money like anything else in our
economy will go to the highest 
bidder. Funds are sought by all 
levels of government, business 
and consumers. The demands are 
such that funds will be available 
in the same order.
First, government requirements 
especially at the Federal level are 
very substantial. The budget battle 
continues. President Reagan will 
not agree to a tax cut and Congress 
will not cut spending. These 
statistics are startling and obvious­
ly give cause for concern.
They are: Official public debt: 
$1.3 trillion; Debt per person: 
$5,000; and Annual increase at 
present rate: $850.
At an interest level of 9% the 
1 funds required to service this debt 
| total $117 billion. This kind of in- 
I  terest payment must have an ef­
fect on the interest rates, although 
many disagree.
Second, business will borrow 
just as long as these funds will in­
crease production and generate 
profit. High rates will always 
discourage business borrowing. 
Obviously, the present interest
level affects all business but is 
especially detrimental to the small 
and medium-sized entity.
Consumer borrowing has been 
affected by high interest rates for 
an extended period of time. The 
decline of interest rates helped 
somewhat but it is still a for­
midable obstacle. Sales in housing, 
automobiles, and major applian­
ces have been adversely affected. 
The temporary surge in housing 
was temporarily reversed when 
the mortgage rate increased slight­
ly-
Our continued economic re­
covery is obviously somewhat at 
the mercy of high interest rates. 
There simply is not a sufficient 
amount of loanable funds at an ac­
ceptable rate of interest. The de­
mand for funds is greater than the 
supply so higher interest rates are 
the result.
In closing, politics must be given 
consideration. We are rapidly ap­
proaching a national election year. 
Obtaining and maintaining voter 
confidence and appeal is very im­
portant to those in office. Congres­
sional action will be guarded and 
anything controversial that can be 
delayed will be delayed until after 
the election.
Our economic recovery is pro­
gressing well. Will it be sustained 
or aborted? Economic forecasting 
must be more than being right or 
wrong. It is a systematic evalua­
tion of all economic components. I 
have attempted to acquaint you 
with some of the players in this 
scenario. Some of them qualify as 
the good guys, others as the bad 
guys. I have not consciously at­
tempted to convey my opinion or 
to influence your economic posi­
tion. However, just in case you are 
interested, I cast my vote with the 
fellows in the white hats.
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FESTIVAL OF YOUTH IN MISSION
A team from Youth Ministries 
will visit Olivet Nazarene College 
to promote YOUTH IN MISSION 
and to conduct interviews for pros­
pective participants for the sum­
mer of 1984 on Oct. 4-6.
On Oct. 5, a special chapel ser­
vice will explain the various 
aspects of the program, highlighted 
by a multi-image slide production 
produced by Nazarene Media Ser­
vices. A second chapel on Oct. 6 
will feature C. R. Smith. Mr. Smith 
heads Front-Line Ministries, Inc., 
in Orlando, FL, which is funded by 
the United Way. He will bring with 
him a young black man converted 
out of Marxism who had been pro­
grammed to destroy C.R.'s min­
istry, but was instead converted.
Also on the tour is Dr. Charles 
Gates of the Division of World Mis­
sion. He will be visiting those in­
terested in career opportunities in 
world mission.
Interviews for the various 
YOUTH IN MISSION program 
units will begin on Wednesday 
after chapel and conclude on 
Thursday. Each interview will pro­
vide details of each ministry, a per­
sonal sharing time with the Youth 
Ministries' staff representative and 
an opportunity to audition specific 
musical talents, where requried. 
The program opportunities for the
summer of 1984 are: Mission to the 
Cities, Contact, Special Edition, In­
ternational Student Ministries, 
Discovery and Response.
Each summer, Youth Ministries 
of the International Headquarters 
of the Church of the Nazarene, 
places selected college students in 
direct contact with world need 
through the YOUTH IN MISSION 
program. The purpose of YOUTH 
IN MISSION is two-fold: 1) to place 
collegians in ministry locations 
both in North America and around 
the world where their efforts can 
bolster work on the field and be a 
part of evangelistic and disciple- 
ship thrusts, and 2) provide a 
framework for spiritual growth and 
service that will enrich the lives of 
the students themselves.
Collegians from Nazarene col­
leges, state universities, and Bible 
colleges in specific world areas par­
ticipate each year. The program is 
made possible through the coopera­
tion of the staff of Youth Minis­
tries, the Division of World Mis­
sion, Church Extension Ministries, 
and missionaries, district and local 
church leaders throughout the 
denom ination. C ontact Dale 
Fallon, Director of YOUTH IN 
MISSION at Nazarene Headquar­
ters, 6401 The Paseo, Kansas City, 
MO 64131 for further information.
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Intersecting with Christ
By Kathy Watts
"One day James, a little foster 
boy in the church, came up to me 
and gave me a great big hug," said 
Lenora Roat. "I didn't realize until 
then how much they needed and 
appreciated our attention.”
Lenora was one of a four-mem­
ber team who participated in In­
tersect this summer, Youth in Mis­
sions is the sponsor of Intersect. 
Two members were from Mid- 
America Nazarene College and the 
fourth was from John Brown Uni­
versity. The group travels to one 
church for the summer and is in­
volved with the church program 
and helps the pastor wherever 
there is a need. Lenora's group i 
went to Katy, Texas.
The Sunshine Club is a part of 
Intersect's outreach program for 
children. They use puppets, songs, 
magic skits, and balloon animals. 
Lenora said the Sunshine Club 
was very successful with the • 
children and was an effective 
v isitatio n  program  for the  
children's parents.
An interest in Youth in Missions 
began for Lenora when she attend­
ed Greenlake '82. Several people 
in the group were involved in 
Youth in Missions and impressed , 
her with their experiences.
A young puppeteer.
Her own experiences this sum­
mer will help Lenora in her major 
of psychology. She said she learn­
ed to deal with and love people in 
her team who were totally op­
posite in personality.
The main benefit Lenora receiv­
ed from her time spent with Inter­
sect was the spiritual growth she ■ 
experienced.
“The most important thing,’  said 
Lenora, "was learning how to pray 
at all times, not just when things 
were going bad. Be in an attitude 
of prayer at all times.”
i Summer Missionary's 23rd |
I The Lord is my supervisor; I shall g 
i not want. X I
| He maketh me to live down in f 
5? musty church basements. H
| He leadeth me around fifty-seven | 
| buckets |
| in the church catching leaks E
at 2 a.m. |
■j- He restoreth my soul with mail. ! 
| He leadeth me in the paths of I 
1 VBS parades |
for His name's sake. I
| Yes, though I walk hundreds of I 
I miles |
I delivering church fliers,
singing 'Father Abraham* a 
1 thousand times plus,
lead BBCs and VBSs, and call 
1 ~ hundreds f
for Home Bible Study 
| Guides, |
I will fear no slammed doors! 
or no hung up phones. f
| My peanut butter and jelly and my | 
telephone calls, they 
I comfort me. |
| Thou providest for us free time 1
| before I
we all become enemies.
| My cup runneth over with 
| flexibility.
| Surely good memories and happy | 
| thoughts
will follow me as I think of my | 
experiences |
as a summer missionary, |
an d ! will
walk closer to the Lord as a f
I result. I
Children enjoying summer fun courtesy of Oregon Contact team.
Disciples to the inner-city
-M arty Harper and 
Denise Williams ¡
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Lenora Roat (second from left^and teammates dressed for a Sunshine Club.
Contact: Kids 
for Christ
By Becky Ackerman 
"Let the little children come to 
me, and do not hinder them, for 
the kingdom of heaven belongs to 
such as these.” -  Matthew 9:14. 
This past sum m er W endy  
Thomas, a senior elementary ed­
ucation major, helped fulfill this 
command.
Wendy was a member of Con­
tact, a Youth in Mission team. 
Contact is a children's outreach 
ministry designed to build con­
tacts for local churches. The eight 
member team was stationed in 
Oregon and traveled to eight dif­
ferent coastal cities. The team 
moved from city to city weekly.
Every weekday the group did 
four Sunshine Clubs in neighbor­
hood parks and backyards. A Sun­
shine Club is a puppet show in­
cluding magic tricks, skits,-' songs 
and balloon animals. The children 
who attended were registered, 
then their names were given to the 
church the Contact team is work- - 
ing with. The church follows up on 
the Sunshine Club children.
Besides Sunshine Clubs, the 
team ministered in the local chur­
ches through preaching and sing­
ing. The first service the team was 
in charge of taught them a lesson. 
Wendy explained, "We didn’t 
think we'd be able to do it, but by 
putting the service in the Lord's 
hands we did a good job and were 
satisfied with it.”
While ministering, the group 
stayed in church members' homes. 
Wendy said, “It helped me to ac­
cept people for who they are, not 
what they are." Wendy spent last 
summer “relying on God a lot 
more because everything we did 
was really by faith."
By Becky Ackerman group members were fluent in 
"You'll just never look at life both languages. Most of the Bible 
quite the same again. You find out schools and Sunshine Clubs were 
how much bigger God is than you ur French along with the group's 
 think He is," said Lori Steed, a singing and testifying, 
f Youth in Mission participant. While Jim ministered to the
| YIM members Lori Steed, Jim French people, junior religion ma- 
| Fitzgerald, Kent Meyers and Joy j° r Ken Meyers worked with the 
| Lewis were part of Mission to the street people. Kent's four-member 
| Cities. This branch of YIM sends team worked in San Francisco,
I groups to inner-city churches California at the Oak Street' 
where they cooperate with local House. This unique house has liv-’ 
and district programs of outreach, big quarters for nine people, a 
evangelism,s encouragement and community kitchen» a clothing 
support. - room open to street people and the
Senior nursing student Lori house also serves as the Golden 
Steed's outreach was in six dif- Gate Community Church of the 
ferent churches in the Dayton/ Nazarene.
Cincinnati, Ohio area. She said, Along with Sunshine Clubs and 
"An inner-city church is not a church services, another purpose 
suburban church put in the city, the group had was to start a chil- 
The needs are more basic, such as <frens ministry, including Sun­
housing, clothing, food, and it's day School, in the Haight-Ash- 
only as you meet those needs that bury neighborhood. The hippie 
you can share the gospel with movement started in this area and 
them." the people who live here and at-
The churches in which Lori's tend the church range from bums 
team worked provided them with to professional people. "People are 
food. At one church the people accepted just as they are," said 
gave them so much food that the Kent.
five-member team set it out and The group worked with the 
invited the neighborhood street street kids in the morning through 
kids to come and eat. While a program called Golden Gate Ad- 
meeting a physical need the street ventures. One afternoon they 
kids saw a difference in the lives ministered in a rescue misssion 
of the team members and began to and on another occasion they 
ask questions about the contrasts went into a ghetto and did Sun- 
in their lifestyles. shine Clubs for the kids.
Working with street kids was From the ghetto children to the 
only one of the responsibilities of street kids in Springfield, Ohio 
Lori's team. They did seven weeks where Joy Lewis ministered, the 
of Sunshine Clubs, which are pup- needs are the same: love and ac- 
pet shows including magic tricks, ceptance.
skits, songs and balloon animals. During the seven weeks, Joy, a 
The group conducted four Bible senior communications major, 
schools, teaching all of the Bible along with four team members 
classes and music. They were also stayed at a Springfield church, 
responsible for conducting the They did Sunshine Clubs for two 
Wednesday evening and Sunday weeks, took the kids on trips to the 
services in each church. zoo and parks, and started a
Being responsible for the Sun- church choir. Joy said, "The big-
day services was also a responsi­
bility of Jim ' Fitzgerald's six- 
member team stationed in Mon­
treal, Canada. Jim, a junior
gest thing I had to learn was to ac­
cept people. They all need love."
The four ONC students in Mis­
sion to the Cities had to raise from
religion major, said he preached at $750 to $1,000 to cover their sum- 
a rescue mission and had only one 
problem: “None of the sermons I 
had for a regular church would 
work." He preached about salva­
tion and through this experience
he rediscovered "how much power of it," Kent said.
mer ministries expenses. Accor­
ding to the participants, the 
amount of money ia unimportant.
"I didn't even think about the 
money. You get so much more-out
there is in a basic gospel message."
The Montreal team moved to 
seven different churches holding 
Vacation Bible '  schools, Bible 
studies and Sunshine Clubs. In 
ministering, the group ran into a 
language barrier: the people spoke 
French while the group predom­
inantly spoke English. Only two
"Not having the money isn't a 
good enough reason not to go," 
Lori commented.
From Ohio to Montreal to San 
Francisco and back to Ohio again, 
Lori Steed, Jim Fitzgerald, Kent 
Meyers and Joy Lewis made im­
pressions on the lives of inner-city 
people.
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To Venezuela with love
By Gary Clark
While many students, this sum­
mer, were swimming, sleeping in 
late and working to make their 
bank accounts a little larger, two 
Olivet students, Glen Fisher and 
Mark Arni, spent six weeks of 
their vacation deep in the tropics 
thousands of miles south of the 
border.
Unlike many Americans who 
travel to this area of the world, 
Fisher and Arni did not leave the 
comforts of this country merely to 
lay in the sand on some exotic 
South American beach. On the 
contrary, as a part of International 
Student Ministries, a program 
stemming from the Church of the 
Nazarene's Youth in Mission, the 
two men left America to aid a 
number of Venezuelan churches 
i n - t h e ir  en d eavo rs tow ard  
spreading the message of‘ Jesus 
Christ to their fellow countrymen.
To do this, Fisher and Arni, 
along with 17 other college age 
men and women involved in ISM 
this year, helped the churches 
establish everything from their 
own Sunday schools and weekend 
revivals to their own calling and 
Vacation Bible school programs. 
In addition, they also gave each 
church an arsenal of information 
concerning the structure of the 
Nazarene church. But, above all, 
Glenn Fisher and Mark Ami went 
to this South American country 
with one overriding purpose: to 
bring the love of Jesus Christ to 
the people of Venezuela.
Before anything could be ac­
complished in Venezuela, the ISM 
group first underwent two weeks 
of preparation at a training camp 
in Kansas City and at a seminary 
in San Jose, Costa Rica. At this ear­
ly stage, they prepared to 
minister, studied ways to instruct 
adults and children about God, 
put together puppet shows and 
worked on their Spanish.
Then it was off to Venezuela. Ar­
riving in the capital, Caracus bn 
July 14, Fisher recalls his impres­
sion of the city, which was his 
home for the first two and a half 
weeks of his stay in this South 
American country. “Caracus is a 
dirty Chicago,” he said. “Since the 
city's main problem is feeding its
people, it's not too worried about 
sanitation.”
This impression was even more 
intensified as he and his ^roup 
began working for the Lord setting 
up a church , in Caracus from 
scratch. To begin with, in order to 
get their first ISM assignment off 
the ground, Glenn and his group 
literally had to find a building plus 
a congregation to fill it on Sun­
days. At this point, all they had 
was a pastor. "It was a unique ex­
perience to me because I've never 
been in a position in which there 
was nothing to work with,” Fisher 
said.
Of course, even after a suitable 
building was found in a Caracus 
shopping center, the project was 
still far from complete. "The day 
we walked in there it was a mess,” 
said Glenn. "There was a half inch 
of dust over everything." And 
that's not all. In addition to the 
1 chore of dusting, the group w ork-1 
ed for three days on getting the 
toilets working, setting up chairs, 
hanging posters, putting up a sign, 
plus devoting an entire week to 
getting the air conditioning in 
good repair.' Finally, the lighting 
was installed the day before ser­
vices began.
While working on this project, 
an oth er problem  appeared ; 
traveling back and forth from the 
church to the missionaries' home, 
where they stayed, Glenn and his 
group needed a bus driver. Unfor­
tunately, almost immediately they 
lost the first driver, only to have 
him replaced and then have prob­
lems with the bus. But, just as the 
church renovation turned out well 
in the end with each service bring­
ing in 40-60 people, so the trans­
portation dilemma blossomed. 
Before the group left Caracus the 
new bus driver accepted Jesus 
Christ as his Savior. "It was neat to 
see the Power of God overcome 
the power of Satan," said Glenn.
From Caracus, Glenn's group 
traveled into Venezuela's humid 
interior arriving at the village of 
Barinas. Here, the group aided a 
form erly non-denom inational 
church that had just decided to 
become Nazarene in organizing its 
structure and setting up various 
programs. Although equipped
Harvesting the fields
By D ana Preusch  
Every year a few self-sacrificing 
college students give up their sum­
mer, money and time in order the 
participate in the Youth in Mis­
sions program Mission to the 
Migrants and Immigrants. Peggy 
Wilson, Bob Griffith and Danny 
Tamez were chosen to be a part a 
150 member force of student mis­
sionaries.
Danny was assigned to minister 
in Maywood, California. Here, he 
and two other students helped to 
start a Spanish-speaking service for 
those at a small church that could 
not understand English. A Bible 
study was initiated, puppet shows 
were held for the children's Sunday 
School and a NYI group was form­
ed. The team participated in the 
church services by singing and
A party was held for YIM participants. Front row: April Knapp, Shona Hanner, Donna French, Lenora Roat. 
Back row: Chuck Hess, Peggy Wilson, Mark Ami, Ron Angles, Kent Meyers, Bob Griffith, Jim  Fitzgerald, A1 
Barker. (Photo by Becki Roberts)
with a pastor, congregation and Christ at the same time, 
building, this church lacked Since few people spoke English, 
organization. “The people were ex- obviously a knowledge of Spanish 
cited, they wanted to reach out to came in handy. Although having >
some Spanish background, Arniother people," said Glenn. “They 
just didn't know how." This is 
where ISM came in.
Although Glenn clearly came 
through for the Lord many times, 
he claims he felt quite discour­
aged. With the language barrier to 
fight as well as adjusting to 
another culture, often Glenn had 
doubts as to whether or not what 
he was doing in Venezuela was 
worthwhile. Fortunately, God's 
Word pulled him through this 
negative train of thought. For in 
Isaiah 55:10-11, the Lord says: 
"For as the rain and the snow 
come down from heaven and 
return not thither but water the 
earth, making it bring forth and 
sprout giving seed to the sower 
and bread to the eater, so shall my 
word be that goes forth from my 
mouth; it shall not return to me 
empty, but shall accomplish that 
which I purpose, and prosper in 
the thing for which I sent it."
In his own group. Mark Ami's 
journey through Venezuela began 
1 in the country's third largest city, 
Barquisimeto. Given the im­
mediate task of organizing a local 
church, Mark and his group found 
themselves right away going door 
to door throughout Barquisimeto 
in an attempt to bolster the church 
size, while saving souls for Jesus
and most of the members of his 
group relied heavily on a young 
lady in the group who spoke the 
language fluently.
Arni couldn't connect himself to 
this bilinguist 24 hours a day. 
Often times he was left to fend for 
himself. “It was interesing. People 
would ask me questions and I 
couldn't answer them," said Mark.
However, these language bar­
riers didn't in any way obscure 
Mark's reason for being in Vene­
zuela. For whether Spanish or 
English speaking, the ISM group 
and the people involved in the 
churches all spoke one common 
language: Christianity.
After conducting a weekend 
revival as well as a Bible and Sun­
day school program in yet another 
Barquisimeto church, Mark and 
his group traveled to the small 
village of Flor Amarillo. There 
they helped organize a church run 
out of the small home of Pastor 
Octavio Galvis.
Although living in the lap of 
poverty with five sons in a crowd­
ed, dirty house, Galvis and his 
wiife continually spoke favorably 
of God. One night, Arni recalls 
Galvis was almost two hours late 
getting home, having to travel on a 
muddy road in a car with no head-
Mlnistry with pupp>ets.
preaching while in the process' 
gaining first-hand experience in 
how to be pastors and leaders in 
the church.
Danny's interest in Youth in Mia; 
sions was sparked by his participa­
tion two years ago on a Mission to 
the Cities team, a project many 
Chicago area churches sponsor. 
Through these experiences, Danny 
relates that 'It is a time where you 
have to put Scripture into practice.'
•Bob Griffith and Peggy Wilson 
were placed in Houston, Texas to 
serve in a church which ministered 
to a combination of El Salvadorean, 
Mexican, and Latin American un­
migrants. Sixty percent of the con­
gregation was bilingual, but it was 
necessary to begin Spanish services 
for those who could not speak 
English. The YIM team also began 
teaching English classes to aid the 
people.
The group took charge of such 
activities as Bible study, Spanish, 
Sunday school, Vacation Bible 
school, visitation, and the church 
services. Bob feels that he was able 
to understand the church staffs 
point of view instead of the 
layman's. Peggy, in them mean­
time, gained confidence in 
ministering to adults and was able 
to build friendships with them. 
Both Bob and Peggy felt their mis­
sion experience to be a positive 
one. Bob, a psychology and social 
welfare maior, plans to become in­
volved in ethnic sensitive social 
work and hopes to work with im­
migrants again. Peggy wanted to 
make herself available to these 
needy people and serve them. She 
discovered that “We need to learn 
to live together in a world that 
belongs to all of us."
Bob commented, “I learned how 
to depend more on the Lord.” He 
related, "I wanted to do something 
more than the everyday walk with 
the Lord." Peggy believes she was 
trying to grasp the concept of serv­
ing the Lord in the “real world,” ser­
ving people with real and desparate 
needs. Bob summarized the 
thoughs of many of the students 
that were involved in the Youth in 
Missions program in his statement: 
-I learned what servanthood really 
is.” ____ _
Go, grow and learn
By A1 Barker
In today's fast-paced and “never, 
enough time to do it" world, we as 
children of God get caught up in 
this fast pace. Jesus still calls peo­
ple to discipline, understand, and 
experience what He wants for His 
followers. What He has for us is 
never-ending joy, learning and 
true love as only He can give.
This p>ast summer, five ONC 
students were involved in Acts 29, 
a Youth in Mission ministry.
lights. But instead of moaning and 
groaning about it when he got 
home, Galvis was all smiles. In ad­
dition, his wife happily fixed lunch 
for an average of 15 workmen 
every day in a kitchen without 
modem conveniences such as a 
microwave, ice making refrigera­
tor, and self-cleaning oven.
As a result of the combination of 
ISM and these people's spirit 
roughly 40 people were saved dur­
ing Mark's stay in Flor Amarrilo. 
“It was beautiful to see all of them 
kneeling around an altar just on a 
dirt floor under a tent," said Mark.
The sight of these many people 
coming to the Lord, according to 
Mark, had quite an impact on 
him. “I felt the assurance then. I 
had been looking for, for quite a 
while," said Mark. God had made 
it clear; Mark knew then he was 
called to the mission field.
While both Mark and Glenn are 
at this point unsure whether they 
will return to Venezuela next sum­
mer, both highly recommend ISM 
for just about anyone. "It was an 
honor to be used by God like this,” 
said Glenn. But more importantly, 
he points out, by participating in 
ISM one really helps people around 
the world find and witness for the 
Lord Jesus Christ. And what better 
use can one have for his time than 
to sp>end it bringing the promise 
and love of Jesus Christ to others.
These students all relocated to 
Colorado Springs where they com­
mitted their time to developing 
discipleship skills by both learn­
ing discipleship concepts and ap- 
plying these principles in the 
workaday world.
' They all worked at Santa's 
Workshop, and it was here that ac­
tions spoke louder than words. 
Many things can be learned from 
this type of experience, such as 
| understanding people and relating 
to their needs.
ONC senior April Knapp be­
lieves that she first learned the 
concept of discipleship and seeing 
where she stood in a new light. 
She then said that when applying 
I these principles, she found herself 
opening up to learn and grow 
I through the Holy Spirit.
The New Testament church 
.began with 12 men who worked, 
! lived and learned together. "This 
concept," says senior Chuck Hess, 
"helped me to begin to apply these 
truths in a daily walk." For 11 
weeks this group of young people 
were a community of believers 
meeting one another's needs 
through a mutual commitment of 
affirmation, availability, prayer, 
openness, and sensitivity.
Throughout the summer this 
family learned many practical les­
sons. A1 Barker states, "Not only 
does God want our willingness, but 
he wants us to be eager to do His 
will with a heart open for any-
ih in o  "
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Soccer team seeks offense
By Brian Maroon
During the last two weeks the 
ONC soccer team has played 
several games. Although ONC took 
the losses to Loyola, 1-0, Sienna, 
2-1, Fort Wayne Bible College, 4-1, 
and North Central, 2-1, the poten- 
■j tial to win is still present in Olivet's 
team.
The talent of the opponents was 
not the overriding factor in those
games. "We just made mistakes the 
other teams have taken advantage 
of," claims coach John Culp.
One of the strengths of the team 
this year is the defense. The ONC 
soccer team has just not been able 
to put the points on the board.
Coach Culp said, "We have one 
or two guys who can score. We just 
need to get them the ball more.'
Quality playing has been from 
i seniors Tim Bardi, Phil Walker,
and Stan Boice who have scored 
one goal each, and sophomore 
goalie Stu Boice. All have made im­
portant contributions to the team 
thus far.
The major weakness of the ONC 
kickers so far has been ball control. 
“We need more ball control,” says 
Coach Culp. With an already strong 
defense and more ball control, the 
ONC soccer team has the talent to 
change the season around.
Watson reflects ONC sports
By Dan M etcalf 
' There are several factors which 
set Olivet Nazarene College apart 
from the rest in athletics, ¿though 
small colleges are at a disadvantage 
in competing for prime athletes in 
both fields of men's and women's 
sports. Athletic director Larry Wat­
son deals with and comments on 
the athletic program at the varsity 
level here at ONC.
There are three things which 
Coach Watson considers the 
backbone needed for a strong 
athletic program. Coach Watson 
believes that the coaching staff he 
has now is the strongest since he 
became full time athletic director. 
Watson notes that they not only 
are knowledgeable about coaching 
practices, but they are also spiritu­
ally grounded and demonstrate 
this to the athletes.
The second factor would be the 
athletes themselves. They are the 
people who are chosen to represent 
the college in athletic competition 
nationwide. Probably the most visi­
ble factor would be the fans them­
selves because of the numbers that 
attend an athletic event. Because of 
these three aspects the athletic pro­
gram at Olivet has progressed and
is now starting to make a name for 
itself in the field of athletics.
The individual sports programs 
have added to their schedules some 
upper division schools. The foot­
ball team is playing national 
powers. The baseball and wrestling 
teams have also added some Big 
Ten schools to their schedules. This 
should help in bringing better 
talent to ONCs athletic programs.
When asked about women's 
athletics and their role, Coach Wat­
son feels that women’s athletics 
have been held down somewhat 
due to the recentness of the accep­
tance of women's sports in the high 
school, college and professional 
levels of competition. However, 
the women's athletics on this cam­
pus have performed well while do­
ing the important task of being am­
bassadors for Christ.
Coach Watson continues to strive 
for the theme 'Athletics Dedi­
cated to Christlikeness.’ Recalling 
the chapel message Coach Watson 
presented earlier this year, he used 
the school's abbreviation (ONC) to 
make his point that Outreach 
Needs Christlikeness. This was 
based scripturally on Col. 3:23 
“Whatsoever we do, do it heartily 
as to the Lord, and not to men.*
SOCCER Junior Chris Monroe turns the offense around toward the Tiger goal. (Photo by Vanya Crabbe)
Striving for
By Bob Brown
The women's tennis team has 
achieved at least one 'goal” in this 
young season. They have actually 
doubled their win total from last 
year. Granted, they only won one 
meet last season and now have two 
wins, but they believe that this will 
be a stepping stone for a prosper­
ous season.
Opening the season against St. 
Francis, the women met with a 
definite defeat. The team lost with 
a combination of six singles and 
three doubles teams by a score of 
1-8.
But the lady netters rebounded 
to a 9-0 shutout of Trinity College 
and an 8-1 victory against Thorn­
ton Jr. College in successive days. 
These two victories gave the team a 
2-1 record, which surpasses any 
positive totals from the previous 
year. ■
consistency
The ladies came back hoping to 
add' to the win column in the 
following week, but were denied 
strongly by Concordia, 2-7; and Il­
linois Wesleyan, 0-9.
Playing well and winning con­
sistently for the Lady Tigers, is 
Kathy Rector at the number one 
singles position. Susan Gilroy is 
also pulling through in the second 
singles spot. Combining talents, 
Rector and Gilroy are playing con­
fidently at number one doubles.
Others contributing early on are 
Geri Cavin and Theresa Palmer in 
the third and fourth singles posi­
tions, respectively. Cavin and Lora 
Borst are also holding strong in 
number two doubles.
The tennis squad will be facing 
some challenging opponents in the 
near future as they take on 
Rockford here this week and two 
days later travel to Aurora to meet 
with Aurora College.
TENNIS—Susan Gilroy, of the No. 1 doubles team, returns the ball while 
partner Cathy Rector looks on. (Photo by Cindy Steele)
Update
FOOTBALL
Olivet Michigan 34
ONC ' 0
SOCCER
IIT 2
ONC 1
Moody Bible 2
ONC 1
TENNIS
Aurora - . K 8
ONC 1
St. Joseph 8
. ONC 1 1
WOMENS VOLLEYBALL
ONC 2
Lincoln Christian 0
ONC 2
Moody Bible 0
ONC 3
Judson 1
GOLF
ONC finished 4th out of 12
schools.
Greg Harrell 81
Kip Hasselbring 81
Jeff Harrell 83
Scott Hines 83
'
1 Earn $500 or more each school year. Flexible 
1 hours. Monthly payment for placing posters 
I on campus. Bonus based on results. Prizes 
(awarded as well. 800-526-0883. Freshman Cindy Oney comes to the 
net to return a volley during practice. 
(Photo by Cindy Steele)
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ONC whahees Eureka
By Brian Maroon
After a disappointing loss to 7th 
ranked Hope, 35-12, Olivet finally 
got on track, led by a strong defen­
sive effort and a productive offense 
to defeat Eureka College 44-21.
The defense came up with six in­
terceptions, as the pressure from 
the line repeatedly forced mistakes 
out of the Eureka offense.
Sophomore tackles, Mike and 
Marty Phelps, and ends, Stan Allen 
and Rob Remely, keyed the defen­
sive line in the pressure attack, 
allowing the Red Devils only 34 
yards rushing.
The Phelps brothers each re­
ceived a game ball for tfieir efforts. 
Mike had 16 tackles, a QB sack, 
and broke up a pass. Marty also 
had a QB sack and recovered a 
fumble.
“The defensive line kept good 
pressure on the Eureka quarter­
back all day,’ said Head Coach Ken 
Richardson. 'Our line really dom­
inated the game.’
ONC scored first after the Red 
Devils received the opening kickoff 
only minutes later to fumble into 
the hands of Stan Allen.
Tim ’Truck’ Johnson and Butch
Stafford teamed up to put the first 
points on the board. Johnson ran 
for 27 yards to set up an over-the- 
top fake scoring attempt to allow a 
QB keeper for one yard for the 
touchdown by teammate Stafford. :
The Tigers scored three times in i 
the second quarter on a 65 yard; 
reverse by Mark "Dirt" Harmon, a I 
22 yard pass from Stafford to Mitch! | 
Combs, and a 29 yard run by Tim J* 
Johnson. Defensive efforts were j I 
the key to the drives, setting up 
excellent field position for the of­
fensive. H
While the Tiger offense enjoyed a 
good scoring day, the Eureka of­
fense found an inexperienced, 
freshman-dominated secondary. 
Scott Hall, Eureka quarterback, 
threw three touchdown passes of 
62 yards, 55 yards, and 10 yards, to 
account for the 21 points of the Red 
Devils.
Dan Demeray and Dave Malone 
scored touchdowns on a one yard 
run and a 31 yard pass respective­
ly-
Tim Johnson, who averaged 103 
yards a game last year, turned in 
151 yards against the Red Devil 
defense.
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An eager ONC offense awaits the cadence for action. (Photo by Becki 
Roberts)
Power in pyramids
By Butch Stafford
The 1983 cheerleading squad 
has taken on a new look. The new 
addition is male yell leaders. This 
year fans have already been intro­
duced to both male and female 
cheerleaders at the home opener 
last Saturday against Eureka and 
also at the first of many pep rallies 
Thursday night before the game.
This new concept came about 
one Saturday afternoon when 
Captains Danielle Ainley and Jeff 
Burgoyne were working on plans 
and new approaches for sport sup­
port. The male, cheerleader addi­
tion was a suggestion. With the 
help of Coach Watson, trying to 
make the ONC coed cheerleading 
squad unique from other schools, 
and with the approval of Dean 
Brooks, this idea became a reality.
Coach Watson says with the ad­
dition- of male cheerleaders the 
squad is “more collegiate", but its 
main reason is to be unique and 
not to copy other secular schools.
Thus far the crowds' response as 
well as the athletes' reactions have 
been acceptable. A positive push 
for the addition is that it's not new 
for four of the men participating. 
Burgoyne and three freshmen 
were involved in yell leading in 
their high schools.
This addition brings another 
new twist to the Olivet athletic
program, which is on a continual 
swing upward toward the goal of 
Christlikeness, which has been 
established from Coach Watson to 
President Parrott to each in­
dividual coach and athlete.
FOOTBALL-“Truck” Johnson powers his way through 
some of his !51  yards. IPhoto by Becki Roberts)
the Eureka line for
CHEERLEADING—The new cheerleading squad in action at first pep rally. 
(Photo by Michelle Lucas)
Herringbone Sports Coats 
Pleated Wool Blend Slacks 
Impecable Service, Fit & Tailoring 
ADD UP TO YOU! 
Looking Good & Feeling Good
FLASH!! You could win a suit or 
sport coat - ask for your official 
entry blank!
Golf on the upswing
By Bob Brown
The men's golf team took to the 
ourse for the first time this 
eason in fair style. Traveling to 
Vedgewood Golf Club in Plain- 
ield, IL, the linksters met with ten 
>ther schools, who, like the 
rigers, sought the top spot.
In intercollegiate golf each team 
s able to bring five players to a 
oumament. Of the five, the four 
owest scores are counted, drop- 
sing the fifth. The team totals are 
idded and compared to that of the 
sther schools, and then places 
ieclared.
In this, their first match, the 
Olivet golfers claimed fifth out of 
eleven teams with a total of 340 
strokes. Contributing to the fifth 
placing were junior Kip Hassel- 
bring with an 82; senior Jeff Har­
rell, 84; and freshmen Ron Landis 
and Scott Hines, both carding 87s.
“I thought we did pretty well,” 
stated coach Larry Watson after 
the match. "The scores were not 
that bad for the first meet.”
After a disappointing finish a 
week later at Woodridge Golf 
Club (tie for sixth), the club mov­
ed to Otland Park and a twelve 
team tournament. After a long day 
of golf, the Tigers found them­
selves in a respectable fourth 
place with a team total of 330.
Leading the way for the Olivet 
club was Hasselbring and Greg 
Harrell each with an 18 hole score 
of 81. Following closely was Jeff 
Harrell with 83 and Hines at 85.
The ONC golf team is looking 
forward to Oct. 4 when they host 
the Conference match at Bon Vi- 
vant Country Club.
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Computers required
POTSDAM, NY (CPS)-For most 
freshmen, registration's long lines, 
heat, missed course sections and 
frustrations are cause to wonder 
why they bothered to come to col­
lege.
But for freshman accounting ma­
jor Jackie Pouliot, the events trans­
piring on her first day of registra­
tion at Clarkson College "weighed a 
lot on my decision to come here."
Freshman engineering major 
Steve Safranek likened the Aug. 25 
registration to Christmas morning, 
when he, Pouliot and 800 other 
frosh each got eight boxes to cart 
back to their dorms.
Once there, they hastily unpack-' 
ed the boxes to find new Zenith 
Z-100 personal computers. They in­
serted accompanying “demo disks," 
and stared at the monochrome 
screens in silent homage.
Clarkson thus goes down in 
history as the first college to re­
quire all entering freshmen to buy 
not only paper, pens and textbooks, 
but microcomputers.
A week later, Stevens Institute of 
Technology in New Jersey became 
the second school to impose the 
new requirement.
And more are enlisting in the 
long-touted campus computer 
revolution each term. -
This winter, Drexel University in 
Philadelphia will require its 
freshmen to buy a new wonder Ap­
ple computer, which college of­
ficials grandly call Apple-DU.
Even more -  all of them private 
colleges—are only months from 
similar steps: Carnegie-Melon, 
Brown, MIT, Pepperdine, Vassar, 
Dartmouth and the Rochester In­
stitute of Technology, to name a 
few. N
“What's happening at Stevens and 
Clarkson merely heralds what is to : 
come," predicts Alfred Bork, a 
physics and computer science pro­
fessor at the University of 
California-Irvine. "I think we all 
agree the day is near when all 
students will be required to bring 
computers with them to campus."
The remaining questions seem to 
be how and when that will 
happen, what the costs will be, 
how computers will affect every­
day campus life, and, as Bork 
points out, if educators can actually 
create courses that will use the 
machines.
'It's one thing for everyone to 
come to campus with a certain 
piece of hardware," he says. "It's 
another to make them useful, and 
to design a curriculum around 
them. That will take a while, and it 
doesn't happen automatically.'
Clarkson, for example, lacks not 
only a campus network to link its 
computers but even phones in the 
dorm rooms. There are no course; 
designed specifically for using the
CPS
computers yet.' "Unfortunately, 
about all I can say at this point is 
that, among schools implementing 
computer programs, the variety is 
enormous, the interest is enor­
mous, and the confusion is enor­
mous," says Steven Gilbert, direc­
tor of the EDUCOM Computer 
Literacy Project, which is trying to 
link whole campuses to each other.
"The cost is also enormous," adds 
Bernard Sagik, vice president of 
academic affairs at Drexel.
"By spring," he says, 'we should 
lose a few machines to theft, en­
counter numerous breakdowns 
and solve problems we haven't 
even thought of yet."
Sagik estimates students will 
have to pay over $1000 each for 
their computers, but isn't sure if 
they'll be charged one lump sum or 
be allowed to pay it off gradually.
Like most other schools, Drexel 
has a special deal to buy machines 
in bulk, and then distribute them to 
students at a discount.
Stevens students pay a one-time 
$1800 for their Digial Equipment 
Corp. Professional 320 computers. 
Even at that, says Stevens spokes­
woman Amy Bass, 'students will 
be getting a $4400 computer 
system for $1800."
Clarkson students will pay ,a total 
of $1600 for their $3600 systems, 
but at the rate of $200 a term. They 
won't own them until they make 
the final $200 payment, however, 
adds Clarkson spokeswoman 
Helen Happle.
The value of a campus monopoly 
to a company like Zenith can be 
huge. It's "a real big step for us," 
says public relations head Steve In- 
gish. Zenith will be selling about 
1000 microcomputers a year to 
Clarkson students.
"Besides being such an im­
pressive sales account, we’re look­
ing down the road when we have 
thousands of students graduating 
from Clarkson with their Z-lOOs 
under their arms," Inglish says. "We 
hope they'll keep purchasing 
Zenith products, and that they'll 
take them out into the job market 
with them as well."
The computers had a similar 
marketing impact on Clarkson, 
where applications increased by 25 
percent in the weeks after the 
school announced its computer 
program last October.
Schools are undergoing physical 
changes, too. Stevens completely 
rewired its dorms - to ensure 
stu d en ts w ouldn't have  
assignments zapped into oblivion 
by power surges or outages.
And cam pus m aintenance  
workers spent the summer ripping 
up dorm rooms when they found 
computers use up enough desk 
space to make twin beds impossi­
ble. "We found we needed twice 
the desk area” available last year, 
says Thomas Lunghard, special 
assistant to Stevens', president. All 
dorm rooms now have bunk beds.
Camegie-Mellon, which has the 
most ambitious coriiputer plans an­
nounced to date, is rewiring, 
remodeling and reshaping the en­
tire campus to make room for a 
7500-computer network which ad­
ministrator Doug Van Howeling 
hopes to have in place in four or 
five years.
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SUCH A CRABBY FACE
Garfield's father
Jim  »av is  
■ Urnted fe a tu re  Synd icate, gggg
ting out of bed on Monday.
And be has captured the atten­
tion and affections of people all 
over the nation.
He is Garfield, a cat.
Garfield is just a month over 4 
years old, and yet his antics 
already appear in some 1,100 
newspapers. (The other six are 
Blondie, Beatle Baily, Bom Loser, 
Hagar the Horrible, Frank and 
Earnest, and Peanuts.)
Garfield's creator Jim Davis told
the Courier-Times-Telegraph 
was “delighted" about Garfield's 
win in the Tyler comics poll. 
Davis said only recently he was 
notified of Garfield's first place in 
an El Paso poll.
"It's always a big thrill because 
Garfield,is so young."
So what's the magic behind this 
simple cartoon drawing of a cat? Is 
it those half-closed eyelids, top­
ping a slight smirk? Or the plump 
ears that are often sleeked back in
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| embarrassment? Or the generous 
I tummy that swells with his 
lasagne binges?
There's much more to Garfield 
than fur and whiskers. Even Davis 
bows to Garfield's forceful per­
sonality in the shaping of the 
. strips. .
“I don't plan anything. Garfield 
pretty much goes the way he 
wants to," Davis said. “You can't 
force him into a situation. I put 
him in a situation and ask what he 
would do?"
Tyler Courier-Time-Telegraph 
asked Davis if it's more difficult to 
write the Garfield strip which he 
began June 19, 1978.
"It's easier because I know him 
better. It's like new characters in a 
book... .you have to get to know 
him.”
And how did Davis get to know . 
cats?
"1 grew up with cats, about 25, 
on and off, on a farm in Indiana. I 
, don’t have one now. My wife 
1 Carolyn is allergic to cats."
Davis, an art-major graduate of 
Ball State in Indiana, worked 
several years in advertising and 
worked nine years for T.K. Ryan 
doing background on Tumble- 
weeds.
“In the meantime, I was always 
coming up with my own  
ideas.. .It occurred to me that a 
lot of dogs were doing very well. 
And I thought there was a cat- 
loving market.
"I wanted to work with an 
animal- because animals have 
more latitute than humans as far 
as humor goes.
"I picked a cat because I knew 
something about them."
Indeed, there must be a strong 
cat-loving market, if Garfield's 
quick catapult to fame is con­
sidered.
“I’m surprised—people usually 
treat comic strips as old friends. 
They resent having to drop an old 
one. The new ones are treated like 
the new kid on the block. It 
sometimes takes three to five 
years to see if they can stay in," 
Davis said.
Enjoying Garfield's unusual suc­
cess, Davis said he doesn't have 
any special changes planned for 
the future in Garfield.
*1 figure he'll always be fat, lazy
and cynical." But like Davis said,, 
you can't force Garfield.
Garfield, with all his cranki­
ness, his weaknesses, his human­
ness, will probably have his own 
vay.
Guess you could say, Garfield is 
his own man—that is—cat.
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Editor's note: When the votes 
were tallied, revealing Garfield to 
be the favored strip, the Tyler, TX 
Courier-Times-Telegraph contact­
ed Garfield's creator, Jim Davis, in 
Indiana. The following story in­
cludes not only Davis' reactions to 
Garfield's victory in East Texas,
but also other information about 
Garfield, such as the strip's origin.
By Dottle Roark 
C-T-T Staff Writer 
He's cranky. He's cynical.
He is overweight and hates to go 
on a diet. He's lazy and hates get-
H
Award Winning 
Photography 
by
Alan J. Leonard
4 Heritage Plaza 
Bourbonnais, III. 60914
Cindy Steele
A May 1984 graduate in art, Cindy 
Steele makes plans for her future.
Career goals for Cindy are in 
advertising and newspaper photo­
journalism.
The M & M project seen is a soft 
sculpture. The assignment was to 
enlarge an object. Construction 
materials are sprayed cardboard 
and batik on pillows.
About this project, her favorite, 
Cindy said. It's  always surprising 
what you can come up with. I like 
the creativeness and freedom."
Women go Vogue
a»-
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Senior Showcase
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By Susan Boe and Laura Bass
Ladies of fashion, what's your 
fashion focus for fall? This fall, is 
allowing us to express ourselves by 
what we w ear-let’s use our free­
dom wisely. Perhaps a brief sum­
mary of the latest looks will aid you 
in expressing yourself better.
First Focuspoint: Color! Com­
binations— use your colors 
together.' Blue/black, black/red/ 
grey, plum/wine, just to name a 
few, but special emphasis is placed 
on black. Rosemary' McGreary, of 
Women's Wear Magazine, feels that 
“Black with white is the leading col­
or combination with bright color 
accents on jackets, coats. . . ’
Another Focuspoint: Dresses. 
Accents on dolman sleeves, high 
necklines, belted waist, with a 
touch of individuality. Dresses this 
fall allow for more expression. “We 
believe in unself-consciousness, 
naturalness, and a mixture of the 
old and new," says Linda Dres­
ner, Michigan store- owner. By old 
and new we mean bringing the 
softness from the past into new 
fashion view. The romantic look is 
definitely "in' for this fall.
■ The focus on separates: The hint 
here is matching separate pieces 
with mood and with consistency. 
Look! Here's another chance for 
creativity! Create your own look 
according to the function or mood 
of a piece. “Fall is a season of in­
dependence, non-uniformity, free­
dom, choice, and contrast," says
isLinda Dresner. The key word 
consistency. If the look is conser 
vative, keep it conservative. If you 
want sporty-keep it sporty. Don't 
wear a new-wave shirt with a pair 
of classic cords. Don't mix a fad 
with a classic.
Let's take a look at the common 
layered look. Play it up! Try 
something new! The old conserva­
tive knit now plays a role in versa­
tility and also allows a subtle look. 
However, if the fundamental look 
is more you, fashion has anything 
from twin sweater sets and vests to 
knitted coat dresses to three piece 
knits. Ladies, just remember, “you 
have to do your own thing. You 
know the way you want to look. 
Wear what flatters your body or 
figure type," says Rose Mary Ciac- 
cio of Secrets Boutique, Kankakee.
There's only one way to finish off 
your fall fashion with a flare. This 
fall's focus is on overcoats. Here's 
another chance to express yourself. 
You can choose anything from sen­
sible, short jackets, three-quarter 
length jackets-perhaps dolman 
sleeves would best suit you. Even 
the knit jacket becomes a struc­
tured alternative to the knit blazer. 
The hint is: oversized and bulky, 
but not cumbersome. Get the pic­
ture? Perhaps even the new wrap 
coat is your style. Rosemary 
McGreary wraps it up besthy say­
ing, "Oversized coats are the per­
fect cover for fall's important suits 
and ensembles.
Band blunders By Dan Carlson
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Crumbly Run
Cindy Rose, Mdain RA (above) took 
her fourth floor girls on a 10:00 
crumbly run to Dunkin' Donuts. 
Dressed in pajamas, trench coats, 
big sunglasses and personable hats, 
the girls ventured to the pastry store 
and bought a doughnut for a neigh­
bor.
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